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HolistiCyber Awarded Contract by Inter-American Development Bank:  
Will Assess the Cybersecurity Risk of Mexican Financial Institutions 
 

Cambridge, MA--The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) has awarded HolistiCyber Inc. a 
contract to assess the cybersecurity risk of Mexican financial institutions. The company will 
collect and evaluate information from these institutions, and categorize participating 
institutions’ degree of cybersecurity readiness. HolistiCyber will also provide a professional 
opinion regarding the cybersecurity risk readiness of different groups of these financial 
institutions, and will offer high-level initial recommendations. 

HolistiCyber is responsible for determining the baseline framework of the assessment, 
identifying the groups of financial institutions and defining the cybersecurity best practice 
baselines for the groups of financial institutions through interviews and questionnaires.    

Moshe Ishai, co-founder and General Manager of HolistiCyber, says his team is up for the job. 
“This contract is another vote of confidence in our company, and is the result of providing the 
highest quality of work we’ve done for other clients worldwide. We are a trusted resource in 
cybersecurity for financial institutions around the globe.”   

ABOUT:  

The Inter-American Development Bank is a leading source of long-term financing for economic, 
social and institutional projects in Latin America and the Caribbean. Besides loans, grants and 
guarantees, the IDB conducts cutting-edge research to offer innovative and sustainable 
solutions to our region’s most pressing challenges. Founded in 1959 to help accelerate progress 
in its developing member countries, the IDB continues to work every day to improve lives.  

HolistiCyber was founded with a mission to assist corporations and businesses in defending 
themselves in a new phase of evolution in cyber threats -- not only in volume, but the level of 
sophistication. Hackers, often backed by Nation States, use tools developed by the National 
Security Agency and other top worldwide defense agencies. These have now leaked to the 
Darknet. 

Our holistic approach includes a comprehensive understanding of your business processes, as 
well as identification of critical and strategic assets, supply chain, human resources, and 
physical security. All of this comes from the viewpoint of highly sophisticated hackers and 
attackers-- defending your organization from top to bottom. 

HolistiCyber brings years of experience in both the public and private sectors. Our certified 
experts are cyber security veterans of the Intelligence branch of the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). 
These world-class experts have served at the front-line of critical nation-state cybersecurity, 



both in offensive and defensive operations. Our team of expert analysts perform sophisticated, 
advanced nation-state level cyber security testing and assessments, working with your busy IT 
staff.  

HolistiCyber has become the trusted cyber security advisor to leading organizations globally. 
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